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Thursday, December 5 of 2013

DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF LONDRINA, PARANA,
BRAZIL, DURING THE 5TH MARATHON OF THE DIVINE MERCY TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Today from Heaven I bring you a rain of Graces so that your souls may feel healed and liberated
from all pain or evil.

But the infinite Graces that I pour every day at three o'clock in the afternoon are not fully
considered by some souls when these Graces are poured; it is similar to the loss of water of a river.

But My Heart is strengthened in those hearts that venerate Me and honor Me as their Only Master of
Love.

I want to leave on this day for all the infinite gratitude for the perseverance in answering My
important call for Peace and for Mercy.  As a consequence of the task realized today with all the
praying ones of the world, the Greater Universe, that universe that reigns beyond your
consciousnesses, has been able to liberate, redeem and transfigure inner situations in many souls;
situations that today, in the end of cycle, would seem un-transformable.

But when the voice of a child of God clamors to the universe, the rays of My Divine Piety penetrate
the deep and hard covers of the closed hearts; in this way, I open a new source of life that before
was arid and dry due to absence of love.

The merciful prayer will never let you put out the fire of devotion and faith; the prayer that is
lovingly dedicated to My Merciful Heart opens new doors in the path of surrender and sacrifice.

In this delicate time, My Pastoral Consciousness calls all of those who consider themselves worthy
children of God and also all of those who have sinned against My Kind Heart.

Dears, My Love that was reached at the Cross has the authority to entirely transform your lives from
night to morning.  But there is only a simple inner requirement, which is to live in My Absolute
Trust, so that you may grant Me the permission to consecrate again your essences and convert them
in a temple of adoration to My Most Holy Heart.

Forever and ever I pour My Love and My Light, blessing you in the name of the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit.

May no one be disturbed, may no one despair; the world is on the threshold of a great and intense
purification and, as a consequence, by law, all of you will be as well in your due time.

But I will come as the gatekeeper of the night to seek My own and call them again to the Supper
and to the Communion with Me; in this way you will recognize that I have returned to the world to
liberate it for a second time.

Under the Love of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for living always in My Silent Heart!
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